
API2CART ENTERPRISE 
ON-PREMISE SOLUTION



Product Description

API2Cart Enterprise On-Premise is the perfect solution for high-volume B2B software 
vendors that work in the sphere of eCommerce and propose their services to online 
sellers. 
Implemented in the business system, it allows your solution to get connected to 40+ 
shopping platforms and marketplaces via just one integration. API2Cart provides a 
unified API to perform an interaction with online stores based on any of the supported 
platforms and work with all the necessary e-store data.

Speaking the language of tech, API2Cart Enterprise On-Premise
solution lets you do the following:

Take full control over the integration processes;

Connect your business application with 40+ shopping platforms and marketplaces 
via a unified API;

Add stores to join the 50k+ stores successfully connected by our other clients;  
      
Avoid the need to maintain each connection separately; 

Don’t worry about upgrading your code every time new versions of shopping
platforms come out.



Why API2Cart Enterprise On-Premise
API2Cart Enterprise On-Premise will be a full part of your company and you will have 
total control over the process of integration with multiple shopping platforms and
marketplaces. Using Enterprise On-Premise solution, you’ll have the possibility to ensure 
the safety of data to your final customers and have a guarantee of the continuity of the 
service. Only you will have access to the service and will be able to manage the data 
from your clients’ online stores as you wish.

Usage of Enterprise On-Premise solution provides you with the possibility to connect an 
unlimited number of online stores and use a significant amount of API requests.

Speaking the language of tech, API2Cart Enterprise On-Premise
solution lets you do the following:

1. Become a more encompassing system faster
Our unified API removes the need to develop separate integration for 
each shopping platform. Integrate once and get access to all the data 
required for your system operations. 

2. Expand your market share dramatically
Win more clients by having access to data from stores built on the
shopping platforms they use. Each integration means other thousands of 
users ready to use your service. Retrieve, add, delete, update, and
synchronize online store data from all or any of the 40+ supported
shopping platforms easily. 

3. Minimize Total Ownership Cost (TCO)
You connect your solution to dozens of platforms via one integration.
It saves you a lot of money and time because developing each integration 
with eCommerce platform requires from 4 to 8 weeks of developers’ work, 
whose average monthly salary around the world ranges from $2000 to 
$6000. So, imagine how long and expensive it will be to integrate even 
not getting into account monthly maintenance costs. 

4. Forget about the updating issues 
Concentrate on what matters for your business. Integrate once with 
API2Cart and never worry about maintaining separate connections with 
shopping platforms. We take care of eCommerce platforms updates,
adding new platforms, and supported methods. It means that you do not 
need to make any changes every time a new version of a shopping
platform appears. 

https://api2cart.com/tco-calculator/


5. Get a high level of security 
Control who can manage your API2Cart server infrastructure by using the 
functionality provided by Amazon Web Service (AWS), Microsoft Azure 
and Google Cloud Platform, make all requests over HTTPS protocol,
supervise all connections with your clients via your software and use a 
unique key to get necessary store data.

6. Use premium customer support
You’ll get 24/7 dedicated support on the integration issues by email, chat 
or phone from our technical specialists and your dedicated account
manager.

7. Add new features 
If you need, we can add new features to the service and make changes to 
the code for the additional payment.

8. Use 30-days free trial period
Before implementing the service into your business infrastructure, you 
can use it for 30-days free. It will give you the possibility to see how it 
works and helps your application to integrate with multiple shopping 
platforms easily and with no risks. 



Industries that can benefit from 
API2Cart:

Mobile Commerce APP 
Development

Order and Inventory
Management

Repricing and Price
Optimization

Dropshipping Email Marketing  Social Commerce

Warehouse Management Shipping Management Chatbots

Product Catalog Localization Software and many more

If you don’t see your industry in this list, contact us and we’ll provide you with a use case 
prepared for your business activity. 

https://api2cart.com/use-cases/


How It Works
APIs make it possible to retrieve and manage all the necessary online store data from 
shopping platform databases. They not only extend the functionality of your service but 
also expand business opportunities by letting you run new features attractive for
prospective clients worldwide.  

To test API2Cart Enterprise On-Premise solution, you should do the following:

1. Contact API2Cart manager 
For starting your trial period, you need to contact our manager by phone, chat or email 
(manager@api2cart.com);

2. We create infrastructure on Amazon
API2Cart Enterprise On-Premise solution is placed on Amazon Cloud storage and you 
can easily get access to it using our Amazon Web Services (AWS) or your own. There is 
a possibility to use Enterprise On-Premise solution not only on AWS but also on Google 
Cloud, Microsoft Azure, or your own server.

3. Get access to API2Cart using a particular link
API2Cart Enterprise On-Premise solution will be available on special link. Only you will 
have access to this link. Also, it can be a special subdomain (e.g., yourcompany.api2cart.
com) or domain (api2cart.yourcompanydomain.com).
 
4. Try a full range of functions proposed by API2Cart
During the trial period, you will be able to connect an unlimited number of your clients’ 
online stores and use all required API methods for working with the data related to 
products, categories, customers, orders, shipments, etc. 

https://api2cart.youcanbook.me/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=guideon-premise&utm_content=onpremisen.kov.


Supported Platforms 



Trusted By

I have been using API2Cart since beginning of 2014 for our new
webstores product. We have successfully integrated close to 100 stores 
and are currently doing 5 new stores every week.
We started with the standard plan (shared hosting) and in 2015 we 
upgraded to a dedicated server to increase the number of monthly and 
concurrent API requests. As an ecommerce company with more than 
20,000 online sellers security is very important for us.
During the time that we have used API2Cart we have not had any
problems related to security.
The support that API2Cart provide us with is excellent.
Communication is quick and the expertise from their engineers have 
helped us to successfully integrate API2Cart with our own platform.

We have been working with you now for nearly 2 years now and your 
support is fantastic, one of the best I have worked with plus we have 
never had any security issues with you.

Cooperation with API2Cart is a great opportunity for UniSender to 
become more accessible for e-commerce platforms users. For us it’s 
fast and profitable since API2Cart supports integration with dozens 
of shopping carts thus providing secure and reliable integration. For 
our users it’s even more opportunities to quickly and securely transfer 
their client’s contact information from the most popular platforms into 
UniSender and start an e-mail marketing campaign immediately.

At AppsBuilder we have been using API2Cart for over a year and so 
far over 100 of our clients have successfully used it to connect to the 
eCommerce provider of their choice.We have found the security of 
API2Cart to be excellent , and are confident that our clients’ data and 
that of their customers in turn is more than adequately protected. We 
have certainly not encountered any problems of a security nature and 
nor do we expect to.

Andre Borgstrom
Solutions Architect at

WebInterpret

Matt Warren
Founder of Veeqo

Davide Murru
Head of Development at 

AppsBuilder

Igor Soloviev
Co-Owner and CEO of 

UniSender



Pricing

Description Price Qty Subtotal

On-Premise Solution -
AWS Hosting

60 000 000 API requests per
month

•
Unlimited Stores•
Webhooks•
Dedicated account manager•
Dedicated Tech. Specialist•
Adding support of cart you
need (for an additional cost)

•
Escrow service•
WhiteLabel•
Plugin builder•
Support: Slack, phone, chat,
email

•

$36,000 1 $36,000 / year

*The pricing starts from $36,000 and may change depending on your additional requests



Description Price Qty Subtotal

On-Premise Solution -
Google Cloud Hosting

60 000 000 API requests per
month

•
Unlimited Stores•
Webhooks•
Dedicated account manager•
Dedicated Tech. Specialist•
Adding support of cart you
need (for an additional cost)

•
Escrow service•
WhiteLabel•
Plugin builder•
Support: Slack, phone, chat,
email

•

$48,000 1 $48,000 / year

*The pricing starts from $48,000 and may change depending on your additional requests



Description Price Qty Subtotal

On-Premise Solution -
Private Hosting

100 000 000 API requests
per month

•
Unlimited Stores•
Webhooks•
Dedicated account manager•
Dedicated Tech. Specialist•
Adding support of cart you
need (for an additional cost)

•
Escrow service•
WhiteLabel•
Plugin builder•
Support: Slack, phone, chat,
email

•

$100,000 1 $100,000 / year

*The pricing starts from $100,000 and may change depending on your additional requests

CONTACT US SCHEDULE A CALL 

WEBSITE: https://api2cart.com/
 

EMAIL: manager@api2cart.com

PHONE: 1-800-224-0976 (USA&Canada Toll-Free)

Contact us

https://api2cart.com/contact-us/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=guideon-premise&utm_content=onpremisen.kov.
https://api2cart.youcanbook.me/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=guideon-premise&utm_content=onpremisen.kov.
https://api2cart.com/
mailto:manager@api2cart.com

